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ABSTRACT

We are developing a system to acquire 3D sound-space information that can transmit accurate sound-space information
to a distant place using a microphone array on a human-head-sized solid sphere with numerous microphones on its
surface. The system comprises an object with numerous microphones called Symmetrical object with ENchased ZIllion
microphones (SENZI). Each recorded signal from spatially distributed multiple microphone is simply weighted and
summed to synthesize listner’s binaural signals. These are presented via headphones. Moreover, the weight is changed
according to a human’s 3D head movement. Therefore, 3D sound-space information is acquired accurately irrespective of
the head movement. The results of the simulation of previous study indicate that 1) the microphones should be arranged
densely to avoid the effect of spatial aliasing, 2) the number of controlled directions should be set densely at less than 5◦

intervals to synthesize sound sources from all directions, and 3) the radius of the microphone array should be equal to the
size of listener’s head to express the detail of frequency spectrum characteristics of the listener. In this study, we actually
designed the system with 252 ch microphones accordingto these results and investigated the accuracy of synthesized 3D
sound-space information. The results demonstrated that the developed system can synthesize 3D sound-space with high
precision.

INTRODUCTION

Sensing, transmission, and reproduction of precise three-dimensional
sound-space information are important to realize highly realis-
tic communications. Although studies relating to reproduction
technologies have been quite active, studies of sensing tech-
nologies are far fewer. Sensing must be at least as important as
reproduction. Therefore, studies of highly realistic sensing of
sound-space information should be conducted more intensively.

In this context, a few methods have been proposed to realize
sensing of three-dimensional sound-space information [1, 2, 3,
4]. Toshima et al. proposed a mechanically steerable dummy-
head called TeleHead [1]. This TeleHead can track a human’s
3D head movement, as detected by the head tracker. To use
this method practically, however, each listener must produce a
personalized TeleHead to realize the sound-space precisely for
the listener. Algazi et al. proposed a motion-tracked binaural
recording technique called MTB [2, 3]. In this technique, in-
stead of a dummy head, a sphere or a cylinder with several pairs
of microphones is used. The pairs of microphones are installed
at opposite positions along the diameter in a horizontal plane;
one pair is selected according to the rotation of a listener’s head
when sound is recorded. However, the synthesized sound-space
information might be insufficiently individualized.

Consequently, we have proposed a system to acquire 3D sound-
space information that can transmit accurate sound-space in-
formation to a distant place using a microphone array on a

human-head-sized solid sphere with numerous microphones on
its surface. We designate this system as Symmetrical object with
ENchased ZIllion microphones (SENZI) [5]. The system can
sense 3D sound-space information comprehensively: informa-
tion from all directions is available for any listener orientation
with correct binaural cues. However, the accuracy of the ac-
quired 3D sound-space information necessarily depends on the
arrangement of microphones that are set on the solid sphere.

A previous study examined the optimum shape of SENZI and
arrangement of microphones [7]. The results of the simulation
of the study indicated the specification and requirement of
SENZI. In this study, we actually developed the system with
252 ch microphones according to these results and investigated
the accuracy of synthesized 3D sound-space information.

SYSTEM OUTLINE

System concept

Figure 1 shows a concept of the system. The systems comprise
objects with a microphone array. These objects are symmetrical
to consider the listener’s head motion and set at a sound field
for recording the sound-space information. Recorded signals of
all microphones are used for synthesizing a listener’s binaural
signals. These signals are presented via headphones.
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Figure 1: Concept of proposed sound-space sensing systems

Calculation method of binaural signals for individual
listeners [5]

In the system, to calculate and synthesize a listener’s binaural
signals using input sound information from spatially distributed
multiple microphones, each recorded signal from each micro-
phone is simply weighted and summed. Moreover, the weight
is changed according to a human’s 3D head movement, which
is an important cue to perceive a 3D sound space with high
reality [6]. Therefore, 3D sound-space information is acquired
accurately irrespective of the head movement.

As the simplest situation, we first assume the case in which
sounds come only from the horizontal plane. Let Hlistener sig-
nify the listener’s HRTF (head related transfer function) of
one ear. For a certain frequency f , Hlistener, f (θ) is expressed
according to the following equation:

Hlistener, f (θ) =
n

∑
i=1

zi, f ·Hi, f (θ)+ ε. (1)

In that equation, Hi, f (θ) is the transfer function of the i-th mi-
crophone from a sound source as a function of the direction
of the sound source (θ ). Equation 1 reflects that the listener’s
HRTF is calculable from these transfer functions. Therefore,
we can synthesize individualized binaural signals by using ade-
quate set of zi, f for each listener. However, equation 1 cannot
be solved; the residual ε remains if the number of directions
of sound sources is smaller than that of microphones n. In fact,
ε varies according to the weighting coefficient. Therefore, a
set of optimum zi, f is calculated using the pseudo-inverse ma-
trix. The coefficients zi, f are calculated for each microphone
at each frequency in this method. Calculated zi, f is constant
irrespective of the direction of a sound source. Moreover, when
we apply this system to reverberant condition, direct sound and
reverberation which are come from same direction of direct
sound are assumed as one virtual sound source at the direction
of direct sound (θ ) and calculated zi, f is applied. This feature
in our methods is extremely important because one important
advantage of the system is that the sound source position need
not be considered when sound-space information is acquired.

Figure 2 shows block diagram of the processing. Imput signals
are weighted by calculated zi, f for binaural signal. Then, these
are summed and presented to left/right ear.

When zi, f is calculated, we must select directions (θ ), which
are taken into the calculation. The selected directions are called
as “controlled directions” hereafter. However, in a real envi-
ronment, sound waves come from all directions, including di-
rections that are not incorporated into calculations. These di-
rections are called “uncontrolled directions.” To synthesize
accurate sound information for all directions including “uncon-
trolled directions,” the number of microphones, the arrangement
of the microphones on the object, and the shape of the object
should be optimized.

Symmetrical object with a microphone array for record-
ing sound-space

We considered objects of two types for recording sound-space
information. One is with a spherical head model equipped with
numerous microphones called Symmetrical object with EN-
chased ZIllion microphones (SENZI). Actually, SENZI has
many microphones arranged symmetrically on an air sphere or
an acoustically hard sphere. Because it is a sphere, transfer func-
tions obtained using these objects are very simple. The transfer
functions were calculated through computer simulation [8].

Not only SENZI, but also another type of object is considered.
It is designated as A Symmetrical and Universal Recording Ar-
ray (ASURA). The size and shape of this object are based on a
dummy head (SAMRAI: Koken Co. Ltd.). Eight pinna-like pro-
tuberances are set symmetrically on the object and microphones
are arranged on the object. It is noteworthy that there is a suffi-
cient difference among the frequency responses of each transfer
function to synthesize the HRTFs of a listener. Therefore, we
considered that some protuberances set on the object might be
useful to express the difference of frequency responses.

Optimization of symmetrical object with a microphone
array for a recording sound-space [7]

We consider that SENZI is better than ASURA as the first step
because the shape is very simple to calculate transfer functions
of the object using a computer simulation. To consider the
optimum size of SENZI for recording sound-space information
accurately, we investigated the number of microphones that
should be used and how these microphones should be arranged
on SENZI. We also examined the optimum size of SENZI. The
results of computer simulation indicated that the following three
points should be considered to develop SENZI.

1. Microphones should be arranged densely to avoid the
effects of spatial aliasing [9].

2. The number of “control directions” should be set densely
at less than 5◦ intervals to synthesize sound sources from
all directions.

3. The SENZI radius should be equal to the size of a lis-
tener’s head to express the details of frequency and phase
characteristics of the listener.

Figure 3 portrays the relation between the average of spectral
distortion (SD) and the interval of controlled directions for each
microphone arrangement. SD is defined as following equation:

ε f (θ) =

∣∣∣∣20log10

∣∣∣∣ Hlistener, f (θ)

Hsynthesized, f (θ)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ [dB], (2)
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the system
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Figure 3: Relationship between mean SD and interval of
controlled directions for each microphone arrangement

Figure 4: Microphone arrangement: Red circles indicate apices
of a regular icosahedron.

where θ respectively represent the azimuth angles. The results
show that the average of SD is decreasing when the interval of
controlled directions narrows. Moreover, the average of SD is
almost constant when the controlled directions are set densely
at less than 5◦.

ACCURACY OF SOUND-SPACE INFORMATION
ACQUIRED USING SENZI

We designed SENZI, which satisfies these three requirements.
To analyze the capabilities of the system, the sound-space syn-
thesized by SENZI was compared with actual sound informa-
tion and evaluated the accuracy as the index of SD. Based on
the results, we actually constracted SENZI.

Specification of SENZI

Figure 4 shows SENZI designed in this study. The radius of
the object is 17 cm. This size is decided according to the head
size. There are 252 ch microphones on the spherical object. The
position of each microphone is calculated based on a regular
icosahedron [10, 11]. Each surface of a regular icosahedron is
divided into 25 small equilateral triangles, and all apices of these
triangles are projected to the surface of spherical object. These
points on the spherical object are the microphone positions.
The interval of each microphone is almost equal to those of the
others: about 20 mm.

Condition of the simulation

The accuracy of synthesized sound-space was analyzed by com-
puter simulation. The controlled directions were 2,562. The

interval of two controlled directions is about 4.7◦. These were
set at 1.5 m distance from the center of SENZI. Positions of
these directions were calculated to be identical to the positions
of microphones.

The HRTFs of the left ear of a dummy head (SAMRAI; Koken
Co. Ltd.) were used as the target characteristics to be realized by
this system. They were calculated using the boundary element
method (BEM). The frequency range for synthesis was set as
93.75 Hz steps for 0–20 kHz. Weighting coefficient zi, f was
calculated under these conditions. The HRTFs of 1◦ interval
were synthesized, and SD was calculated.

Results and discussions

Figure 5 shows HRTFs of SAMRAI as the target and Fig. 6
shows the transfer function synthesized by SENZI. A slight
difference between both figures is observed at a part of the
high-frequency region, especially from 45◦ to 135◦. As we
mentioned in the previous section, the average interval of two
microphones on SENZI is 20 mm. This means that the fre-
quency at which the effect of spatial aliasing [9] is observed
more than around 8.5 kHz. Moreover, the difference observed
around the range from 45◦ to 135◦ would include the influence
of a shadow effect of the listener’s head. Therefore, the differ-
ence is observed at this region. This tendency can be observed
clearly on Fig. 7. Figure 7 shows the spectral distortion between
target HRTFs and the synthesized transfer functions. This figure
shows that spectral distortion is observed at a frequency of more
than around 5–10 kHz. Moreover, severe distortion is observed
at the part of the head shadow.

Although some differences are observed, details of peak and dip
patterns below 10 kHz are almost identical between both trans-
fer functions, indicating that the proposed SENZI can record
and synthesize sound space information accurately. Improving
the accuracy of synthesized sound-space is the easy way to
increase the number of microphones so that microphones could
be set more densely.

CONSTRACTION OF SENZI

Based on these results, we actually constracted SENZI shown
in Fig. 8. A small digital EMC omnidirectional microphone
(KUS5147; Hoshiden Co. Ltd.) is set at the calculated position.

We are developing proposed system with SENZI into a real-time
sound space recording/synthesizing system. We cosider that it
is important to evaluate accuracy of synthesized sound-space
information not only from objective mesurement but also from
subjective experiment as the future study.

CONCLUSION

We have proposed a system to acquire 3D sound-space infor-
mation that can transmit accurate sound-space information to
a distant place using a microphone array on a human-head-
sized solid sphere with numerous microphones on its surface.
The system comprises an object with numerous microphones
called Symmetrical object with ENchased ZIllion microphones
(SENZI). In this paper, we actually developed the system with
252 ch microphones according to results of a previous study and
investigated the accuracy of the synthesized 3D sound-space in-
formation. The results demonstrated that the developed system
can synthesize a 3D sound-space with high precision.
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Figure 5: HRTFs of SAMRAI (target HRTF)
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Figure 6: Transfer functions synthesized by SENZI
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